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About This Content

Ride into battle atop a gleaming Obsidian Warhorse, exclusive to this great Paladins bundle!

Even better: You’ll get 3 MILLION Battle Pass XP to level up and unlock sweet loot. And you’ll get 200 Crystals to unlock your
favorite Skin, Emote, or Voice Pack!

The Obsidian Pack contains:
The Obsidian Warhorse Mount Skin

3 Million Battle Pass XP
200 Crystals
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Title: Paladins - Obsidian Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play
Developer:
Evil Mojo Games
Publisher:
Hi-Rez Studios
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer

Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or Athlon X2 2.7 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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Lets start with the fact this game is 18 years old. It is a rather weak clone of Doom or ROTT in a quasi open world, which for
the time was innovative.

Otherwise if you have played original doom or Rise of the Triad (ROTT), it won't surprise you much, except how strangely the
AI behaves.

I got this in a bundle, and I hope you do too. It is not recommended otherwise, not even for nostalgia purposes.

3/10. This game is not for me.

While cute, They Bleed Pixels has some... uh... interesting design choices that make it a frustrating experience for me.

Don't get me wrong. I've played other flagship games in the "hardcore platformer" category and I know there's good design
and challenging gameplay in \u00abThey Bleed Pixels\u00bb, but ultimately it falls on its face. The 1-button combat, while
interesting on paper is a mess on execution. And even if you manage to master it, there's not enough variety in enemies to
really take advantage of it.

The platforming is good and the checkpoint mechanic is pioneering, if not my favorite implementation (you have to stay still
for a few seconds to deploy it). I would prefer it to be a more active choice, but this is nevertheless a good idea in a punishing
game.

I personally disliked the story and integration with more \u00abLovecraftesque\u00bb elements, they feel tacked on and not
really an integral part of the game. While they make for very good subjects for excellent pixel art, in many ways it could be
replaced with other horror genre tropes and it would be functionally the same.

Overall, get this game if you like the hard platforming aspect. The combat in this game ultimately feels added on and not
really designed: it's gimmicky, badly implemented and without anything substantial to try it on.. Game is extremelly short, it
ends in about 2 or 3 movenets. The map is extremelly short, it has about 3 or 4 rooms. But then it's original and it has many
endings. Basically the gameplay of this game is to test every posibility to see all endings and discover the story behind it.

Waiting forward for part 2. Idk what i got, but i got it anyway. Yay?. Gave me mild autism. I met many new friends and
received monster love. Modern art kind of experience that make you think about life.. It doesn't work with any controllers......
Lots of cut scenes and organized action but it still needs more story line and character build up.. I wanted to like this game. I
like strategy games like this for sure. And this is a somewhat interesting game. My problem with this game is it doesn't really
take advantage of the 3d space at all. It's a game you could easily play with a pc monitor, but you're playing with a big vr
helmet on instead. The game is just not really designed with VR mechanics in mind. By contrast, lazerbait is a drastically
simpler game in concept, but it fully takes advantage of the fact that you are in 3d space. You cannot effectively play
lazerbait on a 2d monitor. This game however would be perfectly possible to play without virtual reality and you would not
really lose anything.

Also, as a vive owner (maybe different for other headsets), I found it to be physically painful to play for long periods. That's
because all my focus was on the ground below me. Again, because this is a 2d game, I never had a reason to look up.. The
Avernum (Exile) setting is one of my favorite. Dank caves littered with angry lizard people, cat people, and the occasional
demon. A proud but broken kingdom teeters on the edge of the Abyss while rebels and malcontents sense the weakness and
instigate rebellion.

The graphics are garbage. They wont compete with AAA titles from 2003. But honestly, that doesn't matter. The writing is
superb, the setting is epic, the open world goodness mixed with challenging tactical battles more then makes up for the 2d
sprites.

If you are looking for a game to play for hours on end, look no further.
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a nice contrast to other games..a mixture of physics, puzzle and inventive leveldesigns. They have great starting characters,
battles were smooth, but the lack of content was obvious after playing through the first 5 battles.. First of all, I have never seen
such a helpful developer in the community hub! Everytime I had to look up some parts that I was stuck at, the team had already
answered the question. That's how you do it!

Anyway, Enola is something that I have never played before. I love the old school graphics, even though I have the feeling that it
can't really decide if it wants to be super good, or classic. While playing, I thought how fitting the "Shadow of Memories"
graphics would have been for this game.

Dream come true though! This game wins my heart for bringing a female character into horror - even with selectable costumes!
Fantastic!

But that's exactly where my next point of criticism comes in. I read about the problems that made this game go for first-person
camera in the community hub, but I wish it wasn't.
Why would I need a pretty character and costumes if I can only look in one mirror throughout the whole game? I feel like this
choice is my biggest issue with "Enola".
Some moments truly felt like typical Silent Hill camera opportunities. Maybe the mix between chase cam and fixed perspective
like in Silent Hill 3 would have been perfect.

The story itself is really interesting and unfolds itself after only a couple of minutes. I liked the ideas and the risk of it all. I
actually ran through most parts of this game, just because I was scared that something would happen. The melancholic and dark
mood really makes it worth playing. There are some really annoying, tough parts in it, but that's how games should be from time
to time.

I hope that the team will continue to work on Enola so it can keep up with the big names here on Steam. It has all that it takes to
be a horror hit!. really good game i would recommend dose not get enough attention it deserves. Good visuals. Really great
fighting game at its core, but its boggled down by its really old engine. It could be way better, but its clear the devs don't really
care.. well you have 10 seconds. Fantastic game, fell in love with it fairly quick. I could see myself coming back to this over and
over again for a quick run during my day or taking a session to sit down and try and FINALLY GET TO THE FIRST BOSS. It's
difficult, fun, cutesy, and overall is an amazing game that is a treat to play. Highly recommend it to anyone who likes a good
bullet hell. I'm coming for you Floating Space Rock, just you wait.
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